About Your Ambassador

[Name] has been a Road Scholar Ambassador since [year], and loves sharing [his/her] passion for educational travel with others. [Name] has attended [number] programs with Road Scholar, including trips to [list up to three locations]. [Name] is a resident of [location] and has enjoyed a career in [industry details]. When not traveling or sharing insights into Road Scholar learning adventures, [Name] enjoys [list up to three activities].

Sample bio:

Jean White has been a Road Scholar Ambassador since 2015, and loves sharing her passion for educational travel with others. Jean has attended 20 programs with Road Scholar, including trips to Ireland, Costa Rica and the Grand Canyon. Jean is a resident of Boston, Massachusetts and has enjoyed a career in teaching, from which she is now retired. When not travelling or sharing insights into Road Scholar learning adventures, Jean enjoys tending her vegetable garden, volunteering at the Boston library and attending local film festivals.

At not-for-profit Road Scholar, our mission is to inspire adults to learn, discover and travel. Our learning adventures engage expert instructors, provide extraordinary access, and stimulate discourse and friendship among people for whom learning is the journey of a lifetime.